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1. Self Registration 
 
Self-registration can be performed by the user following few simple steps: 
 

1. Click on the 'User Profile Icon' in the Open Access Hub home page, then follow the 
'Sign up' link. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

2. Fill in the form in all its parts and click on 'Register' 
 

 
When filling the registration form, please bear in mind that:  

○ all the fields are mandatory 
○ the username cannot contain any of the following characters:  

+ - & | ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? : \ $  % ' <blank space> 
○ the password must be at least 8 characters long 

2. NOTE: In the current DHuS version, the only characters allowed are alphanumeric 
plus "!", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "&", "*", ")", "(", "+", "=", ".", "_", "-"  

○ passwords typed in the 'Password' and 'Confirm Password' fields must be 
identical; 

○ e-mail address typed in the 'E-mail' and 'Confirm E-mail' fields must be 
identical; 

○ the chosen username must not be already taken. 
3. At this stage, please send a notification email to SciRoHub Service Administrator – 

Alexandru Stanciu alexandru.stanciu@ici.ro in order to approve the registration 
request. The registration approval process is manual. 

4. Once the registration is confirmed, the new account will be automatically validated 
and enabled with the 'Search' and 'Download' rights. 

 



 

Login  
Once registered, users can access the Open Access Hub home page by entering the 
username and password they have set up during the registration procedure. 
Click on the 'User Profile Icon' and insert the username and password in the relevant fields; 
Then click on the ‘Login’ button. 

 

2. Graphical User Interface 

Search Panel 
The search panel provides a 'full text search bar', 'advanced search options' and a 'map 
tool'. 
 

 



Map Tool  
 
The map tool provides a geographical search feature for defining an Area of Interest (AoI) 
either in the shape of a box or of a polygon. 
Users will be able to search on the Map Layer either in Navigation Mode or Area Mode: Click 
on one of these icons to switch from one mode to the other. 

When in Navigation Mode: left click to move the map layer (pan)  
And 'Right click' to define a rectangle area of interest (box); (right click again to clear). 

 
When moving the mouse cursor a box, at the bottom left corner, shows the coordinates of 
each point as "longitude" and "latitude". By clicking on the "Search" button the Data Hub will 
search for any product whose footprint intersects the selected region. The map tool can be 
combined with the full text search and the advanced search to further restrict the results. 



 

 

Search results  
 
The Search results list provides all the products matching the submitted search query. Each 
result consists of:  

● 64x64 thumbnail when available 
● product name 
● product URI 
● a Date corresponding to the Sensing Start date 
● the instrument name 
● the instrument imaging mode 
● the satellite name 
● the size of the product 

 
The footprints of the products matching the search query are displayed on the map. Each 
footprint gets highlighted when hovering on the corresponding product in the search results 
list. Red footprints show Sentinel-1 products, green footprints show Sentinel-2 products and 
blue footprints show Sentinel-3 products. 
 

 
 



Click on Show Product list icon to go back to the product list. 

Products  
 
The following options are available for each product displayed in the search list:  

● Select product  
● Zoom to product 
● View Product Details 
● Add product to Cart 
● Download Product 



 
 
Click on the View Product Details icon and the following product information will be 
visualized:  

● Product name 
● Product URL 
● Footprint  
● Quicklook  
● Attributes(Summary, Product, Platform, Instrument) 
● Inspection (Annotation, Measurement, Preview, Support, Manifest.safe) 

 

3. Full Text Search 

Search queries on the rolling archive can be performed by either using the OpenSearch API 
or entering a text query in the full-text search bar. The Search Keywords explained in this 
page can be used for both the API and the search bar. 
The table below shows some simple text queries that can be typed in the full-text search bar: 

 



Text Query Description 

blank field returns all products in the archive  

* returns all products in the archive  

L0 returns all Level-0 products  

L1 returns all Level-1 products  

SLC returns all SLC products  

GRD returns all GRD products  

IW returns all products in IW mode  

EW returns all products in EW mode  

SM returns all products in SM mode  

DESCENDING returns all products of the descending passes  

ASCENDING returns all products of the ascending passes  

HH returns all products containing a measurement dataset in HH 
polarisation  

VV returns all products containing a measurement dataset in VV 
polarisation  

HV returns all products containing a measurement dataset in HV 
polarisation  

VH returns all products containing a measurement dataset in VH 
polarisation  

HH+HV returns all products in dual polarisation HH/HV  

VV+VH returns all products in dual polarisation VV/VH 

 



Wildcards and Operators 
 
Wildcards and Operators can be used for restricting search queries. Admitted wildcards and 
operators are shown in the tables below: 
 

Wildcard Description 

* any sequence of zero or 
more characters  

? any one character 

 
Operator Description 

AND Narrow search and retrieve records containing all of the words it separates.  

OR Broaden search and retrieve records containing any of the words it 
separates.  

NOT Narrow search and retrieve records that do not contain the term following it.  

( ) Group words or phrases when combining Boolean phrases and to show the 
order in which relationships should be considered. 

Examples of queries on products filename using wildcards: 

Example Description 

_S1_ returns Stripmap products with elevation beam 1  

_1SD?_ returns Level-1 products in dual polarisation  

_?SD?_ returns Level-0 and Level-1 products in dual polarisation  

_0SS?_ returns Level-0 products in single polarisation 

 



Examples of queries with Operators: 

Example Description 

IW AND L0 returns Level-0 products in IW mode  

EW OR SM returns all products in EW mode and all products in SM mode  

L1 NOT IW returns Level-1 products in EW mode and in SM mode  

L0 NOT (SLC 
AND VV) 

returns all Level-0 GRD products, all Level-0 SLC products in dual 
polarization and all Level-0 SLC products in single polarization HH 

 

Search Keywords 
 
It is also possible to make full-text queries using search keywords. 
The syntax is the following: 

 

<keyword>:<values> 

 
Depending on the keyword, the value(s) can be specified as a single value or range 
of values. 
Search keywords can be combined with each other using Operators. 
The following table contains the list of the keywords and their corresponding usage. 
 

Search Keyword Syntax and Examples 

platformname: Used to perform a search based on the Satellite Platform name, 
regardless of the serial identifier (i.e. A, B, C ...).  
 
Syntax: 
platformname: <platform name> 
Examples: 
platformname:Sentinel-1 
platformname:Sentinel-2 
platformname:Sentinel-3 



beginposition:  
endposition:  
ingestiondate: 

These <keyword> are used to perform a time interval search based 
on:  
beginposition: Sensing Start Time (or Validity Start Time for Aux Data) 
endposition: Sensing Stop Time (or Validity End Time for Aux Data) 
ingestiondate: time when the product is indexed in the databases. It is 
usually very close to the time of publication of the product on the Data 
Hub. The general form to be used is:  
<keyword>:[<timestamp> TO <timestamp>] 
 
where <timestamp> can be expressed in one of the following formats:  
yyyy-MM-ddThh:mm:ss.SSSZ (ISO8601 format) 
NOW 
NOW-<n>MINUTE(S) 
NOW-<n>HOUR(S) 
NOW-<n>DAY(S) 
NOW-<n>MONTH(S) 
with n = 1, 2, 3, ...  

collection: Used to specify the name of a predefined collection of products  
Syntax: 
collection:<collection name> 
The list of the available collection names will be advertised when 
available.  
Examples: 
collection:mycollectionname 

filename: Used to perform a search based on the product filename.  
Syntax: 
filename:<filename> 
where <filename> can be either expressed as full product file name 
according to product naming convention or as partial product file name 
using wildcards.  
Examples: 
filename:S1A_EW* 
filename:S1A_EW_GRDH_1SDH_20141003T003840_20141003T00
3920_002658 
_002F54_4DD1 
filename:*1SD?_20141003T003840* 
The complete explanation of the product naming convention is 
available at the following links: 
Sentinel-1: Sentinel-1 Naming convention 
Sentinel-2: Sentinel-2 Naming Convention 
Sentinel-3 OLCI: Sentinel-3 OLCI Naming Convention 



Sentinel-3 SLSTR: Sentinel-3 SLSTR Naming Convention 
Sentinel-3 SRAL: Sentinel-3 SRAL Naming Convention 
Sentinel-3 Synergy: Sentinel-3 Synergy Naming Convention 

footprint: Geographical search of the products whose footprint intersects or is 
included in a specific geographic type.  
Syntax: 
footprint:"intersects(<geographic type>)" 
The <geographic type> value can be expressed as a polygon or as a 
point, according to the syntax described below:  
 
GEOGRAPHIC TYPE: 
<geographic type>=POLYGON((P1Lon P1Lat, P2Lon P2Lat, …, 
PnLon PnLat, P1Lon P1Lat)) 
where P1Lon and P1Lat are the Longitude and Latitude coordinates 
of the first point of the polygon in decimal degrees (DDD) format (e.g. 
2.17403, 41.40338) and so on.  
The coordinates of the last point of the polygon must coincide with the 
coordinates of the first point of the polygon.  
There is not a fixed limit for the maximum number of points to be used 
to define the Area of Interest (AOI). The limit is related to the maximum 
number of characters for the GUI search (i.e 8000). The maximum 
footprint extent possible is defined by the Mercator projection used on 
DHuS, i.e. LAT [-180, + 180] and LONG [-85.05, +85.05]. 

orbitnumber:  
lastorbitnumber: 

Absolute orbit number of the oldest line within the image data (the start 
of the product) and absolute orbit number of the most recent line within 
the image data (the end of the product), respectively  
Those keywords can be used with a single value or with a range of 
values. 
 
Syntax: 
orbitnumber:<orbitnumber>  
lastorbitnumber:<lastorbitnumber>  
orbitnumber:[<orbitnumber> TO <orbitnumber>]  
lastorbitnumber:[<lastorbitnumber> TO <lastorbitnumber>]  
 
Possible values for <orbitnumber> and <lastorbitnumber> go from 
000001 to 999999.  
 
Examples: 
orbitnumber:9281 
lastorbitnumber:9281 



orbitnumber:[001020 TO 001021] (or orbitnumber:[1020 TO 1021] ) 

relativeorbitnumber:  
lastrelativeorbitnumber: 

Relative orbit number of the oldest line within the image data (the start 
of the product) and relative orbit number of the most recent line within 
the image data (the end of the product), respectively.  
Those keywords can be used with a single value or with a range of 
values. 
 
Syntax: 
relativeorbitnumber:<relativeorbitnumber>  
lastrelativeorbitnumber:<lastrelativeorbitnumber>  
relativeorbitnumber:[<relativeorbitnumber> TO 
<relativeorbitnumber>]  
lastrelativeorbitnumber:[<lastrelativeorbitnumber> TO 
<lastrelativeorbitnumber>]  
 
Possible values for <relativeorbitnumber> and 
<lastrelativeorbitnumber> go from 1 to 175. 
 
Examples: 
relativeorbitnumber:5 
relativeorbitnumber:10 
relativeorbitnumber:[25 TO 100] 

orbitdirection: Direction of the orbit (ascending, descending) for the oldest image 
data in the product (the start of the product).  
Possible values are: Ascending, Descending  
 
Examples: 
orbitdirection:Ascending 

polarisationmode: valid polarisations for the S1 SAR instrument. Possible values are: 
HH, VV, HV, VH, HH HV, VV VH  
Syntax  
polarizationmode:<polarizationmode> 
Examples  
polarisationmode:HH 
polarisationmode:VV VH 

producttype: Used to perform a search based on the product type.  
Syntax:  
producttype:<producttype> 
Possible values for for <producttype> are the following, listed per 
mission: 
Sentinel-1: SLC, GRD, OCN 



Sentinel-2: S2MSI2A,S2MSI1C, S2MS2Ap 
Sentinel-3: SR_1_SRA___, SR_1_SRA_A, SR_1_SRA_BS, 
SR_2_LAN___, OL_1_EFR___, OL_1_ERR___, OL_2_LFR___, 
OL_2_LRR___, SL_1_RBT___, SL_2_LST___, SY_2_SYN___, 
SY_2_V10___, SY_2_VG1___, SY_2_VGP___, SY_2_AOD__, 
SL_2_FRP__. 
Sentinel-5P: L1B_IR_SIR, L1B_IR_UVN, L1B_RA_BD1, 
L1B_RA_BD2, L1B_RA_BD3, L1B_RA_BD4, L1B_RA_BD5, 
L1B_RA_BD6, L1B_RA_BD7, L1B_RA_BD8, L2__AER_AI, 
L2__AER_LH, L2__CH4, L2__CLOUD_, L2__CO____, 
L2__HCHO__, L2__NO2___, L2__NP_BD3, L2__NP_BD6, 
L2__NP_BD7, L2__O3_TCL, L2__O3____, L2__SO2___, 
AUX_CTMFCT, AUX_CTMANA.  
The complete explanation of the available product types at the 
following links: 
Sentinel-1 product types 
Sentinel-2 product types 
Sentinel-3 OLCI product types 
Sentinel-3 SLSTR product types 
Sentinel-3 SRAL product types 
Sentinel-3 SYNERGY product types 

sensoroperationalmode: Valid sensor mode for the S1 SAR instrument. Possible values are: 
SM, IW, EW, WV 
 
Syntax  
sensoroperationalmode:<sensoroperationalmode> 
 
 
Examples: 
sensoroperationalmode:SM 

swathidentifier: Search all valid swath identifiers for the Sentinel-1 SAR instrument. 
The S1-S6 swaths apply to SM products, the IW and IW1-3 swaths 
apply to IW products (IW is used for detected IW products where the 
3 swaths are merged into one image), the EW and EW1-5 swaths 
apply to EW products (EW is used for detected EW products where 
the 5 swaths are merged into one image). 
Possible values are: S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, IW, IW1, IW2, IW3, EW, 
EW1, EW2, EW3, EW4, EW5 
 
Syntax:  
swathidentifier:<swathidentifier> 



Examples:  
swathidentifier:S1 

cloudcoverpercentage: Percentage of cloud coverage of S2 products for each area covered 
by a reference band. Possible values go from 0 TO 100. 
 
Syntax  
cloudcoverpercentage:<cloudcoverpercentage> 
Examples:  
cloudcoverpercentage:95 
cloudcoverpercentage:[0 TO 5] 

 


